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1 Unit Structure
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2 Troubleshooting



Malfunction Indicator

ODU IDU Wired Controller



• Indoor unit address conflict warning-----C5

Cause 
Address conflict with each other indoor unit.

Malfunction analysis and troubleshooting

Trouble shooting

Change the conflicting indoor unit address and ensure that no IDU's address is 
repeated. 



Press FUNCTION button 
and hold for 5s

• Indoor unit address conflict warning-----C5

Malfunction analysis and troubleshooting

How To change the IDU’s Address

Press MODE button for three 
times within 5s

Press “^” or “v” button to 
select P42---IDU’s address 
setting 



Press MODE button 
to enter editable status

• Indoor unit address conflict warning-----C5

Malfunction analysis and troubleshooting

How To change the IDU’s Address

Press “^” or “v” button to 
change the address value

Press ENTER/CANCEL 
button to return to last step



• Communication malfunction------C0

Cause 
a. The communication cable is not connected.
b. The wire controller is disconnected.
c. The communication cable is  poorly connected.
d. The wire controller is faulty.
e. Mainboard of indoor or outdoor unit malfunction

Description
Communication failure : ODUs VS ODUs, IDUs VS ODUs , IDUs VS
IDUs, IDUs VS wire controllers

Malfunction analysis and troubleshooting
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• Communication malfunction------C0

Malfunction analysis and troubleshooting



Communication Malfunction

C0 only displays on 
IDU/ wire 
controller

C0 displays on ODUC2 /C3 displays on 
ODU

1. C2: main board 
& compressor drive 

board can’t 
communicate

2. C3: main board 
& fan driving board 
can’t communicate

1. ODU& IDU can’t 
communicate
2. The controller 
board of IDU/ODU 
has malfunction

1. IDU / wire 
controller 
malfunction

2. IDU & IDU 
can’t 

communicate

C6 displays on ODU

1. C6:ODU 
&ODU can’t 
communicate 

• Communication malfunction------C0



Basic Checking For System Malfunction

Malfunction analysis and troubleshooting

1. Gas and liquid vales should be opened fully.



Basic Checking For System Malfunction

Malfunction analysis and troubleshooting

2. Front plate should be covered tightly.



Heat exchange

3. Air inlet and outlet (IDU & ODU) 
should be on good condition.

5. Heat exchanger ( IDU＆ODU) should be 
clean. Filter for IDU is clean. 

4. Fan (IDU & ODU) should run normally 

Basic Checking For System Malfunction

Malfunction analysis and troubleshooting



pressure 
switch failed

6. Check  pressure switch

Basic Checking For System Malfunction

Malfunction analysis and troubleshooting



High pressure sensorLow pressure 
sensor

7. No block in piping system

Basic Checking For System Malfunction

Malfunction analysis and troubleshooting

8. Pressure sensors are normal 



9. EXVs are normal

Outdoor unit’s EXV Indoor unit’s EXV

Basic Checking For System Malfunction

Malfunction analysis and troubleshooting

Make sure the coil is firm and fixed



• High exhaust temperature 
protection ----E4

Cause 
a. The gas and liquid valve of the ODU is not fully opened as required.
b. The system pipeline is blocked.
c. Lacking refrigerant ---1.Not enough refirgerant  2.pipe leakage
d. The IDU's electronic expansion valve is not working properly.

Trouble shooting
a. Fully open the gas valve and liquid valve
b. Replace and solder the blocked pipe
c. Stop the leak, Pump out air and inject refrigerant again.
d. Replace the electronic expansion valve. 

Malfunction analysis and troubleshooting



• Low exhaust tempearture 
protection ----E2

Cause
1) Exhaust temperature sensor failure. 
2) The IDU's electronic expansion valve is not working properly.(cooling mode)
3)   The ODU's electronic expansion valve is not working properly.(heating mode
3)   Too much  refrigerant.

Trouble shooting
1) Replace the temperature  sensor or main board.
2)   Replace the body of the electronic expansion valve.
3) Check the necessary amount of refrigerant and discharge the unneeded.
refrigerant slowly via the stop valve of the fluid pipe.

Malfunction analysis and troubleshooting



• High pressure protection ----E1

Cause 
a. The stop valve of the ODU is not fully opened as required.
b. The system pipeline is blocked.
c. The ambient temperature is too high (It is a normal phenomenon).
d. The pressure sensor is faulty.
e. The high pressure switch is faulty.
f. The fan is not working properly.
g. Too much refrigerant.
Trouble shooting
a. Fully open the stop valve.
b. Replace and solder the blocked pipe.
c. Replace the higu pressure sensor.
d. Reconnect it or replace the pressure switch.
e. Replace the fan motor.
f. Check the necessary amount of refrigerant and discharge the unneeded

refrigerant slowly via the stop valve of the fluid pipe.

Malfunction analysis and troubleshooting



• Low pressure protection ----E3

Cause 
a. The stop valve of the ODU is not fully opened as required.
b. The system pipeline is blocked.
c. The ambient temperature is too low(It is a normal phenomenon).
d. The pressure sensor is faulty.
e. The high pressure switch is faulty.
f. The fan is not working properly.
g. Not enough refrigerant.

Trouble shooting
a. Fully open the stop valve.
b. Replace and solder the blocked pipe.
c. Replace the low pressure sensor.
d. Reconnect the pressure switch  or replace the pressure switch.
e. Replace the fan motor.
f. Check the necessary amount of refrigerant and inject the refrigerant slowly. 

via the stop valve of the low-pressure gas pipe.

Malfunction analysis and troubleshooting



3 Key Parts Maintenance



I. Cautions on ODU AP1 Replacement



Note
1. After AP1 is replaced, you should power on the 

ODU and IDUs at the same time or power on the 
ODU first; otherwise, “CC: does not have module” 
will display and a “C0 fault” alarm will display on 
the IDUs.

2. Debug the  entire system after master module  
AP1 replacement, but commissioning is not 
needed when replacing the salve module.



II. Cautions on IDU AP1 Replacement



If the AP1 of the master IDU needs to be replaced, 
after the IDU is powered on, “No master IDU (L7)” 
or “Address conflict (C5)” alarm may be reported.

Note

Tips：If there are N units within the network, the 
units should be numbered from N+1.



III. Determining Compressor Fault

Unit can be normally started:

◆ Step 1:  Measure line current of faulty compressor.
◆ Step 2:  Check the faulty compressor sounds.
◆ Step 3:  Check the electric expansion valves of ODUs.
◆ Step 4:  Check the 4-way valves act.



III. Determining Compressor Fault
Units cannot be normally started

◆ Step 1: Check whether wiring of the compressor is intact.
◆ Step 2: Measure resistance between two wiring terminals(U,V,         

W), and the resistance to earth of each wiring terminals. 
◆ Step 3: Check the solenoid valves of system, 

include electric expansion valves, oil return valves, 
and oil balance valves.

◆ Step 4: Check the IPM module.



How To Test the IPM Module

III. Determining Compressor Fault

Note: Before testing , disconnect the power  
supply, five mins later, remove the line of 
the faulty compressor 



How To Test the IPM Module

III. Determining Compressor Fault

Note: Before testing , disconnect the power  
supply, five mins later, remove the line of 
the faulty compressor 



IV. Compressor replacement

◆ Step 1:  Disconnect  power supply.
◆ Step 2:  Clear electric parts(do not need to disassemble the 

electric box).
◆ Step 3:  Check the oil quality.



Note:
1. If oils are contaminated(as picture 2), replace the compressor, oil 
separator, and gas/liquid separator.

2. If oil changes to black(as picture 3), still need to check oils of other 
modular units. The check procedure is similar to the preceding.

normal           light contaminated        heavy contaminated

IV. Compressor replacement
Oil quality checking



◆ Step 4:  Recover refrigerant
◆ Step 5:  Remove faulty compressors
◆ Step 6:  Check system parts, including oil separator, gas/liquid 
separator, and storage tank.

Note: 
Volumes of oils drawn out from the oil separator, gas 
separator, and oil balancer should be recorded. After faulty 
compressors and parts are replaced, you should fill new 
oils of equivalent amount into the compressors and parts.

IV. Compressor replacement



◆ Step 7:  Installa new compressor      

Note: Compressor lubricant must be kept completely airtight ,
Hitachi compressors use special lubricant FVC68D whose 
moisture absorption capability is high

The new 
compressor must 
be consistent with 
the faulty one in 
model

IV. Compressor replacement



◆ Step 1:  Disconnect the power supply of the system.
Set a mark beside the power supply for warming.

◆ Step 2:  Disconnect all lines of the compressor drive. 
Loosen the screws on the compressor drive, as 
shown below.

V. Cautions on Compressor Drive Replacement



◆ Step 3:  Replace the compressor drive.        

Apply some silicone tape onto the IPM module

V. Cautions on Compressor Drive Replacement



◆ Step 4:  Install a new compressor drive, screw and wire it.

V. Cautions on Compressor Drive Replacement



4 Case Analysis



Case1. Branch pipes wrongly join

Malfunction description:

Mongolia: VRF project,  No.4 IDU display U8 malfunction 
during running status---- IDU pipeline malfunction.



Case1. Branch pipes wrongly join

Possible cause:

Firstly,  check the running data when it is cooling mode. The temp. of 
the inlet pipe and outlet pipe are abnormal. The temp. between inlet 
and outlet pipes are almost the same. And it is different from the 
normal data.



Secondly, check the running data when it is heating mode. The 
temp. of the inlet pipe and outlet pipe of No.4 IDU are abnormal.
The temp. of the inlet pipe  is much more lower than the temp. of 
the outlet pipe. The data is from 10-20 . Then we can come to 

conclusion that there is something wrong with the pipeline.

Case1. Branch pipes wrongly join

Possible cause:



Thirdly, the reason is that the “Y” branch tubes(liquid pipe and 
gas pipe) of No.4 IDU are exchanged and joined by mistake. 
See the following picture.

Case1. Branch pipes wrongly join

Possible cause:



Handling process:

Modify the pipeline. Remove the liquid pipe and gas pipe, 
exchange them, and weld them.

AfterBefore

Case1. Branch pipes wrongly join



Restart the unit after everything is OK. The running data of the 
units are normal. We record  the running data as below after 
the unit runs for about 30 minutes.

Handling process:

Case1. Branch pipes wrongly join



Case2. E1 High pressure malfunction 

Malfunction description:

Malaysia GMV5 project: This GMV5 system compose by 4 ODU 
module. The ODU module 2 always display E1 malfunction.



Possible cause:

Case2. E1 High pressure malfunction 

Firstly,  ODU module 2(inverter compressor)  starts running, 
the whole unit appears E1 immediately. The high pressure is 
only 2.556Mpa at this time. Normal high pressure value is 
4.2Mpa . This value doesn’t meet the protection value.



Possible cause:

Case2. E1 High pressure malfunction 

Secondly, when the unit displays E1 malfunction, use the multi-
meter to test the high pressure switch is ok or not.



Possible cause:

Case2. E1 High pressure malfunction 

Thirdly, replace a new high pressure switch and then test run.
Conclusion:  The high pressure switch is broken. So that leads 
to E1 malfunction.



Handling process:

Case2. E1 High pressure malfunction 

Replace a new high pressure switch.



Case3. E2 Low pressure malfunction 

Malfunction description:

Malaysia GMV5 project: The unit displays E2 malfunction 
after running for a period of time. E2 malfunction means 
low discharging temp. protection.

Discharging
temperature is 

only 67



Case3. E2 Low pressure malfunction 

Possible cause:

Firstly,  the  air outlet temp. of  No. 7 IDU fluctuates obviously.
The range is 3 ~30 .
The air outlet temp. of  No. 8 IDU  is higher than normal temp. 
As below：



Secondly, the discharging temp.  is about 65 . It is a little low 
because normal temp. should be 70~90 .

Case3. E2 Low pressure malfunction 

Possible cause:



Thirdly,  to fix the discharging sensor. And test the sensor to 
confirm if the resistance value is normal or not.

Case3. E2 Low pressure malfunction 

Possible cause:



Case3. E2 Low pressure malfunction 

Possible cause:

Fourthly, to check the IDU  tube sensor. We find out that the 
sensor is not the  ex-factory sensor. Our customer told us that 
the ex-factory sensor was broken and they bought a new 
resistance to replace the sensor from their local market.
Conclusion：The new resistance our customer bought from 
local market cannot work normally. That makes the EEX work 
abnormally and makes the discharging temp. low.



Case3. E2 Low pressure malfunction 

Handling process:

Replace a new IDU tube sensor. The sensor model should be 
accordance with the  ex-factory specification.



Case4. U4 Refrigerant Shortage Protection 

Malfunction description:

Ecuador GMV5 project： The unit displays U4 malfunction after
running for a period of time. U4 malfunction means the unit
is lack of refrigerant.



Case4. U4 Refrigerant Shortage Protection 

Possible cause:

Firstly, we check out that the static state data is abnormal
before starting the unit. When the ambient temp. is 25 ，the
high and low pressure of the 4 pieces ODU in the same system
is 5~6 （almost 9 kilogram）. But the static state of other
normal system is17～18kilogram.

Abnormal static state value Normal static state value



Case4. U4 Refrigerant Shortage Protection 

Possible cause:

Secondly, start the unit and observe the running data when
the ambient temp. is about 21 . When the unit runs for about
10 minutes, we check out that the high pressure reaches to 33
kilogram, but the low pressure is only 5.3kilogram. And the
high and low pressure is not stable.



Case4. U4 Refrigerant Shortage Protection 

Possible cause:
Thirdly, to judge the quality of the refrigerant is ok or not.
Take one tin of the refrigerant from the system to test the
refrigerant pressure. The pressure is 13.6 kilogram. The
corresponding saturation temp. is about 20 . And the
outdoor ambient temp. is about25 . The difference is 5 .
So, the refrigerant is not OK.



Case4. U4 Refrigerant Shortage Protection 

Possible cause:

Fourthly, we try to release the refrigerant from the valves
to judge the quality. Put your hand on the pipe nozzle find
out that the refrigerant is not cool. We can judge the
refrigerant is not OK.



Case4. U4 Refrigerant Shortage Protection 

Handling process:

To replace new refrigerant. Buy qualified refrigerant. Test the 
saturation temp. and compare the ambient temp. The difference is 
1.5 . Judging the refrigerant is normal. Release the refrigerant. 
Vacuum the whole system. And then charge qualified refrigerant. 
At last run the unit.



Case4. U4 Refrigerant Shortage Protection 

Handling process:

The static state data is normal. The high and low pressure
which are corresponding to the saturation temp and ambient
temp are almost the same. The difference is about 1~2 .It
is normal.



Case4. U4 Refrigerant Shortage Protection 

Handling process:

The unit runs normally. The U4 malfunction disappears. All of
the data is OK.




